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Ever wondered about research going on across the University?
YorkTalks is the annual showcase of the University's research. Taking place on Wednesday 10 January 2018, 16 speakers have 15 minutes each to engage you with their work. Come for one session or come for the day.

The event also features the PhD Spotlight Competition, where fellow students exhibit their research and compete for prizes.

Find out more and book free tickets for YorkTalks 2018

Social media guidelines for researchers
New guidelines developed by the University provide succinct advice for all researchers that will help maximise the potential for social media to promote your research, while limiting the risks.

Read the social media guidelines for researchers

Campus over the Christmas vacation
The Graduate Students’ Association has produced a handy guide of what’s happening on campus over the Christmas vacation. Find out opening times, useful contacts and event details.

You can also find out about Library opening and borrowing information for over the Christmas break.

Could you help undergraduates discover their strengths?
The York Strengths programme helps undergraduates gain clarity on their personal strengths and how they can apply them in future careers.

PGRs will be paid to provide structured feedback to undergraduate students in group sessions. Application deadline: 18 December 2017.

Find out more and apply
Study abroad in summer 2018

Fancy a couple of weeks in South Africa, China, or the USA next summer? International Study Centres are short summer courses open to all students (including postgraduates). The courses last around two weeks and allow you to study a specific subject area, while taking in the culture and visiting key areas of interest.

Find out more and apply.

All these news items and more can be found at the York Research Student Community

www.york.ac.uk/YGRS
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